
NARAL Pro-Choice Virginia’s mission is to guarantee every woman the right to make personal decisions 
regarding the full range of reproductive healthcare, including preventing unplanned pregnancy, bearing 
healthy children, and choosing legal abortion.

NARAL  Pro-Choice Virginia’s 

Legıslative 
Scorecard

2021

Pro-Reproductive Freedom Senators: 20
Pro-Reproductive Freedom Delegates: 56
Bills Passed: 5
Champions 53 Ally’s 22 Opponents 33



Bills Scored and Descriptions
Scored Proactive Reproductive Freedom Bills:

1.  Repeal the Ban on Abortion Coverage on the State Exchange (Sen. Jennifer 
McClellan, SB 1276; Del. Sally Hudson, HB 1896) - A bill to roll back the prohibition on private health 
care insurance companies to offer plans that cover abortion on the state insurance exchange. 

 
2.  12-Months of Hormonal Birth Control for Medicaid Insurees (Sen. Jennifer 

Boysko, SB 1227) - A bill to ensure that patients on Medicaid and FAMIS have the same access to a 
12-month supply of birth control at once, like patients with private insurance already have.

 
3.  Workgroup to Establish a Fetal and Infant Mortality Review Team  

(Del. Hala Ayala, HB 1950) - A bill to begin the process of creating a statewide FIMR Team to 
understand racial disparities in fetal and infant deaths and develop policies to prevent avoidable 
deaths in the Commonwealth.

 
4.  Workgroup to Study Local and Regional Jails’ procedures for the 

treatment of pregnant incarcerated persons (Sen. Barbara Favola, SB 1300) - A bill to establish 
a workgroup to review and ensure that policies dealing with pregnancy, childbirth, and postpartum 
care in local and regional jails meet best practice standards.

 
5.  Repeal Refusal Clause from Genetic Counseling Statute (Sen. Adam Ebbin, 

SB 1178) - A bill to repeal the dangerous and discriminatory religious refusal clause in the genetic 
counseling statute and centering patient care in the code.  

Scored Anti-Reproductive Freedom Bills:

Gag order on the Virginia Department of Health, Local Health Departments 
and Contractors (Sen. Mark Peake, SB 1235) - A bill banning VDH and local health departments and 
contractors, like some school nurses, from having any communication with minors about a host 
of topics related to family life and sexual health without explicit parental consent. This includes 
communication about domestic violence and sexual assault.

Dear friends,
This year we came face to face with the scariest parts of our country. We have been 

living through a long-overdue racial justice reckoning, a devastating global pandemic, the ending of 
toxic presidential leadership, and the insurrection that followed.

Americans have grieved, fought, won, and lost. Marginalized communities have 
been and continue to be ravaged by COVID-19, oppressed by the white supremacist systems in our 
country, and by those seeking to uphold those systems.

Those same white supremacists stormed our nation’s Capitol in an attempt to 
overthrow our legitimate election, making their racist beliefs heard loud and clear.

We must do better. Working to make America a safe and just place to live for ALL 
its citizens seems impossible at times, but it must remain the goal. We must call out those who 
perpetuate white supremacy. We must protect our marginalized communities. We must pass 
legislation that will make America a safer, more equitable place for everyone.

Despite all of the tragedy we have collectively faced as a country this year,  
we have taken steps toward our goal and made real progress in the fight for reproductive freedom 
in Virginia.

During the 2021 General Assembly, we helped make changes that increased access 
and reduced reproductive health care barriers. Our bills focused on increasing access to those 
facing discriminatory barriers for reasons such as income, race, and geography.

Building on our progress from 2020, this year Virginia made history by becoming 
the first state in the South to repeal the ban on abortion coverage options through the state 
health exchange.  Removing this ban eliminates a discriminatory income barrier to abortion care 
for communities already living at the margins. Anyone should be able to have an abortion regardless 
of their income.

NARAL Pro-Choice Virginia also championed the passage of several other bills 
that focused on increasing access. We partnered with Birth in Color RVA on two bills that created 
workgroups focused on maternal health. One will study and evaluate the safety and health care 
access of pregnant incarcerated people. The other focuses on researching the high fetal and infant 
mortality rates in Virginia. Both of these bills are important steps on the road to ensuring equitable 
access to health care and healthy pregnancies of people who are often overlooked and underserved.

Passing these bills speaks to the importance of having a majority of  
pro-reproductive freedom legislators in the General Assembly and the executive branch.  
Especially when it comes to advancing abortion rights, without their support these bills would  
not have passed.

Our 2021 Scorecard shows what it means to be a reproductive freedom champion. 
It serves as a guide to help others contribute to the destigmatization of abortion, work to achieve a 
more equitable health care system, and solidify bodily autonomy as a right. Because as always, there 
is still work to be done.

This Scorecard should also be a tool to make informed voting decisions. If 
reproductive freedom is an issue you vote on this resource will help you better know the elected 
officials you can count on, as well as the ones you cannot.

Rest assured, the NARAL Pro-Choice Virginia team will never stop the fight to 
expand reproductive freedom until every Virginian has access to the full array of reproductive 
health care services no matter who they are, where they live, or their ability to pay.

Onward, Tarina Keene, Executive Director

Together we can protect    advance reproductive freedom!&



Scoring Criteria
How we score

NARAL Pro-Choice Virginia started using a new, more demanding scorecard criteria 
in 2020. The new criteria include both the votes cast and a legislator’s overall history supporting 
reproductive rights and access.

Our goal is to celebrate lawmakers who go above and beyond just casting the 
right vote, but who take additional strides by standing and speaking up publicly and proudly for 
reproductive freedom, which includes - but is not limited to - abortion, birth control, pregnancy 
discrimination, maternal health, paid leave, etc.

The goal is for every legislator to be a Champion for reproductive freedom as we 
strive to combat shame and stigma, particularly around abortion, and work to strengthen support 
and access for reproductive health and rights for each and every Virginian.

® Legislative Ally —An elected official who took a pro-reproductive health vote on all 
of our scored bills.

Scoring

Grade/Designation Description

A – Champion A legislator who has demonstrated leadership on NARAL Pro-Choice 
Virginia’s legislative agenda and works in partnership with us to advance 
our shared goal to improve access to sexual and reproductive health care 
and protect Virginia residents’ health and rights.

B - Ally A legislator who consistently supports our legislative and policy agenda, 
including protecting access to safe, legal abortion.

C/D - Marginal A legislator who may oppose access to safe, legal abortion, but who 
supports preventive health measures – such as family planning and sex 
education – and is willing to work with NARAL Pro-Choice Virginia or our 
partners to support these issues. In other instances, a “marginal” legislator 
may support abortion access, but has taken action against sexual and 
reproductive health care access either with a vote or a public statement.

F - Opponent A legislator who vocally opposes access to safe, legal abortion and/or 
access to sexual and reproductive health care more broadly. A legislator 
who supports some health issues included in NPCV’s legislative priorities 
may still be considered a reproductive rights opponent.

NEI – Not Enough  A legislator who has not participated in NPCV’s endorsement process or 
Information has not taken a public stance on NPCV priority issues.
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Senate Scores

Legislator 2021 

George L. Barker ® A

John J. Bell ® A

Jennifer B. Boysko ® A

R. Creigh Deeds ® B

Adam P. Ebbin ® A

John S. Edwards ® B

Barbara A. Favola ® A

Ghazala F. Hashmi ® A

Janet D. Howell ® A

Lynwood W. Lewis, Jr. B

Mamie E. Locke ® A

David W. Marsden ® A

L. Louise Lucas ® A

T. Montgomery “Monty” Mason ® B

Jennifer L. McClellan ® A

Jeremy S. McPike ® A

J. Chapman Petersen ® A

Richard L. Saslaw ® A

Lionell Spruill, Sr. ® B

Scott A. Surovell ® A

Joseph D. Morrissey C

Amanda F. Chase D

John A. Cosgrove, Jr. D

Bill DeSteph D

Siobhan S. Dunnavant D

Emmett W. Hanger, Jr. D

Jen A. Kiggans D

Ryan T. McDougle D

Stephen D. Newman D

Thomas K. Norment, Jr. D

Mark D. Obenshain D

Mark J. Peake D

Todd E. Pillion D

Bryce E. Reeves D

Frank M. Ruff, Jr. D

William M. Stanley, Jr. D

Richard H. Stuart D

David R. Suetterlein D

Jill Holtzman Vogel D
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1aKmKCg-91uHFK3cC8S9c2YFr9wBNY8K4x743pvk7ubc/edit#gid=0


Delegate Scores

Legislator 2021 

Adams, Dawn M. ® A

Aird, Lashrecse D. ® A

Askew, Alex Q. ® A

Ayala, Hala S. ® A

Bagby, Lamont ® B

Bourne, Jeffrey M. ® A

Bulova, David L. ® B

Carr, Betsy B. ® A

Carter, Lee J. ® A

Cole, Joshua G. ® A

Convirs-Fowler, Kelly K. ® A

Delaney, Karrie K. ® A

Filler-Corn, Eileen ® A

Gooditis, Gwendolyn W. (Wendy) ® A

Guy, Nancy D. ® A

Guzman, Elizabeth R. ® A

Hayes, C. E. (Cliff), Jr. ® B

Helmer, Daniel I. ® A

Heretick, Stephen E. ® B

Herring, Charniele L. ® A

Hope, Patrick A. ® A

Hudson, Sally L. ® A

Hurst, Chris L. ® B

Jenkins, Clinton L. ® A

Jones, Jerrauld C. (Jay) ® A

Keam, Mark L. ® A

Kory, Kaye ® A

Krizek, Paul E. ® A

Levine, Mark H. ® A

Lopez, Alfonso H. ® A

McQuinn, Delores L. ® A

Mugler, Martha M. ® A

Mullin, Michael P. ® A

Mundon King, Candi ® A

Murphy, Kathleen J. ® B

Plum, Kenneth R. ® A

Price, Marcia S. (Cia) ® A

Rasoul, Sam ® A

Reid, David A. ® A

Roem, Danica A. ® B

Samirah, Ibraheem S. ® A

Scott, Don L., Jr. ® B

DelegateDelegate Scores Scores

Legislator 2021 

Sickles, Mark D. ® A

Simon, Marcus B. ® A

Simonds, Shelly A. ® A

Subramanyam, Suhas ® A

Sullivan, Richard C. (Rip), Jr. ® A

Torian, Luke E. ® A

Tran, Kathy KL ® A

Tyler, Roslyn C. ® B

VanValkenburg, Schuyler T. ® A

Ward, Jeion A. ® B

Watts, Vivian E. ® A

Willett, Rodney T. ® A

Williams Graves , Angelia ® B

Delegate Scores

Legislator 2021 

Adams, Leslie R. (Les) F

Austin, Terry L. D

Avoli, G. John D

Batten, Amanda E. F

Bell, Robert B. F

Bloxom, Robert S., Jr. F

Brewer, Emily M. F

Byron, Kathy J. F

Campbell, Jeffrey L. F

Campbell, Ronnie R. F

Cole, Mark L. D

Cox, M. Kirkland F

Coyner, Carrie E. F

Davis, Glenn R., Jr. F

Edmunds, James E., II F

Fariss, C. Matthew F

Fowler, Hyland F. (Buddy), Jr. F

Freitas, Nicholas J. (Nick) F

Gilbert, C. Todd F

Head, Christopher T. D

Hodges, M. Keith F

Kilgore, Terry G. F

Knight, Barry D. F

Delegate Scores

Legislator 2021 

LaRock, David A. F

Leftwich, James A. (Jay), Jr. F

Marshall, Daniel W., III F

McGuire, John J. , III F

McNamara, Joseph P. D

Miyares, Jason S. D

Morefield, James W. (Will) D

O’Quinn, Israel D. F

Orrock, Robert D., Sr. D

Poindexter, Charles D. F

Ransone, Margaret B. F

Robinson, Roxann L. F

Runion, Chris F

Rush, L. Nick F

Walker, Wendell S. F

Wampler, William C., III D

Ware, R. Lee D

Webert, Michael J. D

Wiley, William D. (Bill) F

Wilt, Tony O. F

Wright, Thomas C., Jr. F

Wyatt, Scott A. F
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Advocacy and Next Steps
Advocacy: Virtual Victories

This year’s advocacy work faced unprecedented challenges. 
Despite having to move all of our efforts to be completely digital, we had 
amazing turnouts for our events, collected a significant amount of testimony, 
and, most importantly, made sure our message was heard loud and clear.

Repro On The Record
This year, the House of Delegates accepted written  

testimony through an online portal for the first time. We capitalized on  
and expanded this idea for our advocacy efforts. 

The campaign included our own written testimony portal 
online, where activists could also find fact sheets and talking points on  
NARAL Pro-Choice VA’s priority bills. We collected and submitted  
over 40 pieces of testimony, double the amount of testimony we are  
typically able to submit in person.

Repro On The Record also included our committee  
watch parties called “Tweet & Teas.” Activists joined us to watch as our  
priority bills were heard in committee and tweeted their support of the  
bills to the committee members. Our activists sent over 200 tweets to 
committee members.

We also sent action alerts to our full membership when  
our bills were up for floor votes, asking our members to email their  
elected officials in support of our legislative priorities. Our members sent 
nearly 600 emails to members of the General Assembly!

Legislative Repid Response Team
As always, our Legislative Rapid Response Team was hard 

at work this year supporting our legislative agenda. The Legislative Rapid 
Response Team (LRRT) is a group of trained grassroots lobbying volunteers 
specifically focused on our priority bills. They are notified as our bills  
move through each step of the legislative process, and contact committee 
members, key legislators, and their personal delegates and senators.

Our LRRT grew by 48% this year to a total of 155 members. 
Along with our general increase in membership, we also had members 
covering a much larger percentage of districts this year. We had 60% of the 
House of Delegates districts represented (a 30% increase from 2020) and  
83% of the Senate districts represented (a 14% increase from 2020).  
Our LRRT members took a total of 1,183 actions on our priority pieces of 
legislation, a 223% increase from last year!

Overall, while the 2021 General Assembly session presented 
some unique challenges, our team found creative ways to advocate for our 
legislative agenda. We made grassroots lobbying more accessible and engaged 
more volunteers across the state, translating into legislative victories! 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1aKmKCg-91uHFK3cC8S9c2YFr9wBNY8K4x743pvk7ubc/edit#gid=0


The number one priority for NARAL Pro-Choice Virginia  
is to keep a pro-choice trifecta in power. 

We must make sure that BODILY AUTONOMY is 
CODIFIED as a RIGHT, abortion is DECRIMINALIZED, 
while also continuing to EXPAND ACCESS to care  
by ensuring everyone has ACCESS, 

no matter who they are, 
where they live, 
or their ability to pay.

Our goal is for everyone who wants or needs access  
to comprehensive reproductive care to have it, and  
Virginia is a safe haven for abortion access no matter 
what happens with Roe.

What’s

Next?


